What we get from our pets

Having a pet is very rewarding. Color in the pictures below showing some of the many rewards we get from having a pet.

LOVE

FUN

HAPPINESS

FRIENDSHIP
Basic needs

All pets depend on us to take good care of them whether they are in our home or at the animal shelter. In return for good care, our pets offer us a lifetime of friendship and love. Under the pictures below, color in the hand print of what you need, and then color in the paw print of what a pet needs.

**FOOD**

**WATER**

**COZY BED**

**GROOMING**

**PLAY & EXERCISE**

**HEALTH CARE**

How many places did you color in both the hand print and the paw print?

Answer: 6
Spay and neuter

It is good to have pets spayed or neutered. Spaying and neutering helps pets to live longer, healthier lives and to behave better. Spaying and neutering pets also helps stop unwanted litters. Veterinarians do the surgery. Boy pets are neutered. Girl pets are spayed.

Spay and Neuter for Life!
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